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Abstract
In competitive economies with private firm ownership, incomplete markets, and firm share-
holders changing over time, several firm objectives have been proposed. Some are useful to un-
derstand efficiency of equilibria, and others are explicitly consistent with majority shareholder
control or collective choice rules, but it is not always clear if versions of each type are consistent
with versions of the other type. This paper shows that ex-post, value maximizing rules, (including
those proposed by Dreze, and Grossman and Hart,) are consistent with shareholder preferences in
such economies; that is, along the equilibrium path, in every period and state of the world, every
coalition of a firm’s shareholders in that period and state approves a value maximizing produc-
tion plan. This result applies to cases when shareholders within a firm and across firms can form
coalitions, and when stock trading can be ex-dividend or cum-dividend, and with a combination of
both. This result does not resolve the problem of inefficiency of stock market equilibria, or that of
ex ante disagreement among shareholders. It can help understand when firm objectives with some
desirable properties are consistent with a particular version of shareholder control, and it provides
a stability criterion (in terms of robustness to shareholder coalitions) for organizing productive
resources in such economies.
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